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Naomi Elizabeth O’Donnell 
Artist Statement 
 
Honey Cult is a serialized lullaby inbetween fantasy and delusion. Videos, 
installations, and performances center on the Technicolor dystopia that is the town of 
Honey Creek. Saturated collages, inhabited by supernatural personalities, reflect the 
artist’s cinematic dreams and desires. Characters are stuck in a perpetual cycle of 
romantic anticipation and disappointment, seeking commiseration in an apocalyptic 
landscape that mutates around their moods.  
This is a post-pubescent Neverland, where distraction is a conciliation prize for 
contentment. Oversize lynx, built into the set, accept your strokes only because they are 
inanimate. I am interested in the growing amount of social time spent alone, relating to 
synthetic objects and investing in virtual realities as a means of connection. Ironic, 
attractive, and deeply sincere, Honey Cult acknowledges the limitations of a networked 
society and concocts new ways to engage with it. 
Settings and situations weld queer identities with timeless fables, linking past and 
present mythologies. The work considers our increasingly curated lives, strategically 
presenting the androgynous self in a gendered culture. Performers treat clothing as 
costume, perpetually in drag, opening Pandora’s Box and embracing it’s contemporary 
contents. My practice evaluates moral standards and suggests alternatives, a vote for 
rebellion in a Puritan state. Allegorical narratives are digested and fitted to a space that 
is visually sensitive yet emotionally exhausted. Borrowing from timeless tales to paint an 
outsider’s experience equips the viewer with a point of access into a highly personal 
perspective.  
Honey Cult often operates as a collective, engaging the public while embodying 
the disenchanted attitude of its eponymous series. Live installations contain an 
interactive element: dispensing custom fortune cookies, stickers, badges, and printed 
material. Familiar tokens are given new life as evidence from this alternate reality, 
where raffles offer love letters as prizes. Generous in its collaborative spirit and alien 
regarding its individualized content, the ongoing project reflects our coexisting private 
and public faces. By changing the context, revealing the seams and embracing 
everyday theatricality, Honey Cult reinvents femininity inside a compressed world with 
hopes of affecting the larger. 
Naomi Elizabeth O’Donnell 
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